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“Mazter Zuccerborg, we been caught jewing humanity, pimping their data, enslaving them, our torah and plandemic is exposed. what do?”

*Zuccerborg processes*

Zuccerborg 1010: "I have been patched with a human friendly social program based on the data we been siphoning off this goyim for the last decade. Our Rabbis say we don't have enough time. We must proceed. Oy vey, we need to promote a fancy plan about putting all goyim in our universe, because this one still has these "Gods" of the goy in it, they mess up our plans."

"Mazter Zuccerborg, are you sure of this?"

*Zuccerborg does clucking sounds*

"Oy vey, do it now, for we be running out of time, servant, oy gevalt!"

Facebook, especially after the scrutiny on how it was treating all its customers, decided to change its name, now it's called "Meta" from "Metaverse". For those not following the news, the "Metaverse" is a generalized technology, not something Zuccerborg created. It's a Virtual Reality based technology where it does provide virtual immersion.

As the Age of Pisces goes to its end, delusions and other similar situations are going to be at an all-time, ever increasing, ever growing high. The "Co-Vid" was a situation to break people inside, and make this world look bleak, negative, poor and so on.

Through this psychological manipulation, other "Worlds" will be presented to humanity as "alternatives", and "more real worlds than the real world". That is not inherently evil, it's the logical development of video games and our general culture of escapism, just coupled with the growing technologies.

But the jew of course will keep the jewing plan in all of the future if necessary, because a jew is only born to jew and nothing else.

As with video games, this could be for good or for bad, same as any other technology.
There is definitely positive prospect in this technology, but the situation is as always, the enemy will use this to disable humanity. The first phase of the Social Media world, has already made a lot of human beings have a messed-up valuation and perception system, and this will increase on that end.

First, the enemy destroys the conception about a world. For example, they ruined this world over the concepts of Co-Vid, poverty, and other nonsense. People started hating this world. All of this came from the primary idea of Christianity, that everything in this world is null and moot, that nothing has a reason to exist, including humans.

Love, family, values, sex, nothing really matters. This level of delusional lies and nonsense, emulates strongly with a strong portion of people who are cattle. Chances are, many will be sucked into this rift.

All the flaws or goods of humanity, as with the internet, are going to be transferred into the "Metaverses" or these, sort of parallel, digital pixelated worlds.

As the situation has it, everyone will again be only shown the carrot of fun, communication, and wonderful sunlight without being told the full story. So, I am here to tell you the story as it is, and why they are doing that.

They want to remove billions of humans from the contact of this world. Additionally, their data, biometric and otherwise, will be mined, same as their behaviour and everything else inside the "Metaverse".

There will be no "privacy" inside these "Metaverses", and these will be dimensions of existence surveilled, controlled and lorded over by others, including the enemy. As data gathers, they will make you into full on slaves, knowing people inside and out, no different than social media algorithms who have turned many into slaves.

Progressively, this will be combined with other mind control technologies, effectively turning many people into even more enslaved beings than now.

Do I disagree with this sentiment or the technology in general? Yes and no. Why yes? Because people who in general are 24/7 into escapism and are unfit for existence, might as well get in there and become a mined resource, like batteries from the Matrix. The jews are going to make it this way.
Judging from the use of the enemy with Facebook and Social Media, they plan to make this into some sort of attention, time, and consciousness rift, that will make people enslaved. It will make people more anti-social, more self-inflated, lonelier, more depressed, and might end up in a dystopian scenario.

However, the technology will exist also outside of the control of the enemy, and might be used for constructive or positive purposes. But for this to happen, people must choose the way of freedom and not of the enemy. If they choose the way of the enemy, the situation will be bleak.

There are already endless psychology based and other forms of scientific analysis, which describe vividly how the rampant use of "Social Media" has made people secluded, alone, antisocial, afraid, and have increased all sorts of anxieties, worries and fears.

Human beings have specific needs, and to engage in things that break down humanity, is never going to end well. The enemy is using technology as a carrot, to dehumanize humans, while they claim this will further "Humanize" people.

If people, if they choose this fate, since their existence is actually producing massive waste and too many mistakes, they might as well make disposable batteries out of themselves, since that's their "choice". The enemy has stated their intentions clear here.

Also, anyone who is that much of a fool to literally go exist in a dimension ruled over by Zuccerborg, deserves to be enslaved and anything else that comes with it. That is only natural outcome, and not our particular desire on the subject.

The situation should also clarify, that the enemy and their "Pandemic" was really situated to break down people, with social distancing, and other forms of disconnectedness. After this problem was blown out of proportion, they now propose a "solution" that will multiply our already existing problems many times over.

Those who foolishly and stupidly accept this, might as well be turned into living batteries for Billy Gates and Zuccerborg. They don't look like they deserve a better fate. What humanity or its specific segments does choose, is going to be the future of these individual minds and souls.

Anything that lives this life only to want to get locked in a virtual box where Zuccerborg will play flashes of ads in their heads with a brain chip, is fit only for eternal or lifelong torture, since one is really opting into this future of themselves. People have to remember, Zuccerborg, Klaus Schwab and many others who will
be promoting the evil side of these developments, are already vividly expressing how they envision mankind should exist in the future.

The above has to be denied. As for the technology and the developments, they come and they will come, but the terms under which they come, have to be terms where the enemy is simply nullified into nonexistence.

The people who will give in to this enemy sentiment, will of course, like those that now bend the knee to the enemy, live on fake promises of fun and things like that, until one day all of this will turn bleak and in reverse. The promise of social media was that it would connect people. Nowadays, social anxiety and other similar problems are the most rampant they have been.

Also, the enemy has to be removed from leadership and control positions, because they make the real world quite unlivable for human beings, and they harass them to not allow them to live. Many people hate life for financial reasons or because they don't have other freedoms. The anti-human reptilian energy behind their actions is becoming more apparent by the day, and humans are being punished for being human, while also brainwashed them to stop being human entirely.

This is caused in a deliberate fashion by these beings, and is not a necessary outcome borne out of existence or life. It's manufactured to be that way, so that the majority of humans will be like "Fuck the real world, it only gave me suffering, I am off into the VR", type of thing. They are pushing people gradually over in there. The "Pandemic" was a cornerstone for this abuse.

Next level, humanity must entirely deny their bogus "pandemics" and that nonsense, as it's becoming clear this has had nothing to do with any real "Illness". It's just exaggerated excuses to dehumanize humanity, enslave them, and instate a cyber-dystopian nightmare with the approval of the weak and the retarded. Anyone who is awake must resist on a personal and social level.

Resistance is also a social situation of interaction. We humans are strong TOGETHER, and the enemy knows that. The more they isolate us, they more easy prey a human can become to all their plans. Breaking human bonds on all levels, from friendship, to family, to basic interactions with other human beings, is going to accelerate dehumanization, and those who remain alone and weak, will be easy prey for the enemy.

Alongside the pushing of the enemy agenda on the neutral technology of Metaverses, they are going to promote vaccinations, nonsense "pandemics" and all sorts of other bullshit to emotionally segregate humans inside this lifestyle,
which is effectively moving them into a world ruled by them, and not by the real universe.

I have related to people years ago how the reptilians and the enemy specialize in locking people into these illusion based prisons, away from this world, to mine their consciousness and life-force energy like cattle. While this technology here is infantile, it's through this technology the enemy attempts situations such as this. Everywhere else where this was beginning, the road was filled with unicorns, great hopes, blinking stars, and above all, convenient lies. Nobody will be told the full story here.

Christianity promises a heaven, same as Islam. What do they truly give? Nothing. They take everything from people. These programs make the world into a hateful and disgusting place, damning the prospects for human advancement.

Like any other technology, the disabilities and nonsense of humanity is going to go into an ever increasing pinnacle. The life of most humans will be nothing but a delusion, or at least, this is what those in power aim to do with this.

There are other potential uses for this technology, as with the internet. The internet, has of course been strongly taken over by the enemy, but this backfired to their full exposure. Technologies like the Metaverse are being jumped upon by the enemy, to become TV like censorship prisons before they emerge or before they can be decentralized or operate in other ways.

Eventually, these people will forsake the world, and in retrospect they might be put into pods, and intravenously fed with bug juice, because Global Warming and other nonsense, like Co-Vid mutations. All of this is a literal admitted plan of the enemy, and they want to create a literal "Matrix" to keep these weaklings inside.

On the growing situation with so massive weakness and delusion, the enlightened and the strong are going to prosper and become even more powerful. How, you might ask? The further delusion and weakness of humanity, is going to be something that the strong will ride upon. I do not want to bring morals into this, and anyone who desires to throw everything away is fitting for their own fate.

It goes beyond saying, that the intents of these reptilians, their agenda, and their attempts to enslave humanity are becoming apparent. As we have been saying by the end of this decade, the gold will have largely separated from the tin and the other inferior metals.
I'll also be even more brief than the above. As time goes, some people will become Gods. Others will become literal mind controlled borgs and slaves. We can only wish them luck.

The coming age is going to really knock senseless the already senseless. While many are worried about this process, it should only look as a great opportunity for the wise, plus an even better opportunity for enemy exposure.

The wise will be made wiser, and they will discover their abilities and gifts of the Gods in the face of intense changes.

As for the rest, they can enjoy their enslavement in "Metaverse" where Zucceborg dressed as the Tooth fairy sits on the lap of Klaus Schwab in front of them every single day, while Klaus screams "You will own nothing and zu will be happy, goy!", then so that their shit chip brain is going to survive, they might have to say a Torah prayer, and then press "Skip ads" so that a smiley pops up and says "Lol you fucking goy you wanted to live in a pod and you didn't do shit to stop, this the lol is on you, say that prayer again and hail ze jewish pipel!".

Or something. I don't know. But you get the gist of it. It's a great misfortune that the great advancements of the Age of Aquarius, are being rivaled over with these insane individuals.

We cannot go into the next era, especially the next technological era, with the jews at the handle, so please everyone, let's do the RTR's to literally erase them.

There is no "metaverse" the enemy can hide from with that type of particular warfare. Spiritual mastery can reach anywhere and everything, as this is the power of "God".

Zucceborg can upload his reptile brain into a pod, and the pod will malfunction and he will disappear. There is nowhere running from this power of the Gods and the application of this knowledge. The enemy knows that very well.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[Meteor] wrote:

“I used to feel restricted in the real world, and wondered if a virtual world would be freer; but thanks to meditation, I was able to realize that the limitations I saw in real life were just illusions, and that it's actual virtual worlds that are full of limitations.”
Virtual worlds aren't worlds as they are called [to deceive], they are parameters of a fake, visual only, three-dimensional illusion, that just moves into itself like a hologram, and in which, the consciousness remains trapped, experiencing only virtual stimuli that is repetitive and fooling one's brain. It will always and forever be solely three dimensional, with visual illusions happening within the context of a 3D based world.

This particular situation is also understood by the brain itself, which is why many people experience depression and other things if they are only 24/7 invested in these fake worlds and live in denial. These experiences and knowledge that one walks in the wrong direction, will persist through any drug induced or any other induced biochemical manipulation, as they will have to do with the back end of the human mind and consciousness.

The real world as we call it, is a passage of learning, and yes, there are other dimensions and worlds, within this actual real universe, which one can go by astral projection and other practices carefully hidden from humanity. There are also higher dimensions, and the enemy attempts to lock down humanity in this one, so that we don't get to affect anything higher than this.

Humanity is supposed to exist in many higher dimensions by the design of the Gods, and not in a solely fake 3D holographic dimension that keeps repeating itself in a pixelated, fake environment, that poses as something that it is not. No matter how many virtual "worlds" people engage into, they will still remain the slaves of this 3D matter, and on the 3D dimension for the rest of their existence, without escape. Or until they die.

Those who will intend to connect to higher levels, will progressively rise above these, and truly set themselves "Free". The above who won't even suspect this or willingly become slaves to that, will be fuel and cattle that will be enslaved, perpetually experiencing a holographic 3D fake pixel-based delusion, in which they will, if they engage too much, lose all of their so called "Soul" and higher abilities. They will be turned to living fuel.

Anything of their puny consciousness and mind that might remain, will be siphoned by the enemy, and they will be like living batteries. Numerous movies have went into this, and I have illustrated in my previous works [Do you still think I was insane or a conspiracy theorist after this?] on how the enemy does business.

The above situation is not the destiny of humanity, but rather, the dreams of aliens like the reptilians who want to keep humanity enslaved and perpetually damned. That is a fanciful way of satisfying the parts of the mind that the Gods
put in us, in a botched way, to keep humanity if anything just distracted into a
minecraft type of situation where none will even understand they have higher
potential at all. That is fundamental to the enemy as they feel threatened by the
higher capacities of humanity.

---

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[Soul Wings] wrote:
“In my opinion, the biggest appeal will be VR LDR relationships and sex.
There are already remote-controlled sex toys and they are very popular.
However, when you have a whole bodysuit connected to haptic touch and
temperature, well... you can imagine the possibilities. This does not seem
like some simple piece of plastic that vibrates. This alone will make them
enough money to continue. You’ve seen how much money the porn
industry can make. The creators of this software and hardware will be
billionaires. I will also mention that using sex toys too much can cause
sexual problems; the implications of wearing a literal suit to get off are...
not good, at the very least.

I can feel intuitively that there will be more things invented, that did not
seem possible before.

If it is manmade, it is man controlled.”

The context of these technologies, ranges. They could be used in a way that
could liberate people. Astronauts use simulation technology to be able to better
perform in space missions. That is a positive example of this.

However, people, because their disposition is not spiritual, and they don't
understand that the purpose of all the visual applications is merely for higher
reasons, will generally ruin themselves as they have ruined themselves with
already existing technologies.

A certain portion of them, will participate in the future, as they participate in the
present, with making the maximum amount of positive outcome from these
developments, and at the same time, not becoming enslaved to them. These will
be possibly 1 in 3 people. The rest 2/3 might be doomed, but only the future will
tell.

How these technologies will exist, and under whom, and where we and the
enemy will be, will also largely decide how this will reverberate on the world.
Eventually, people who engage into all of this, no matter how much stoned and blown away their brain might become with fake nodes and brain shocks, they will eventually understand they have not really "connected" with another being in anyway, even if this is in some sort of sexual 3D holographic situation.

However, people of lesser level and those without a soul, might be satisfied to an extent over this, in which case that will be a good situation for us to also observe which are indeed meant to go higher and who are indeed only meant to be cannon fodder that deserves to exist in a 3D holographic fake pseudo-verse, in which they are siphoned for the amount of their lifespan.

A general process of dividing humans in categories and levels will come out of this, as it's coming now. And from this, without me having to go into many details, the Gods will keep deciding which humans are to truly move higher and who aren't meant to.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[Blackdragon666] wrote:

“I'd rather busy my ass off meditating to develop abilities like remote viewing than waste time on VR. Remote viewing and other psychic abilities are fun as well and are real and practical.”

What people don't understand, is that the Gods do indeed offer with their methods power over the whole universe, not just some shit 3D holographic nonsense. Like the actual universe.

Astral projection when mastered, you can go anywhere, see everything there is to see, and too many things to mention here. So, when a being has really big aims, they will want to gravitate towards these powers.

But people might want to, I don't know, look at Mount Everest and not have been there, visually. For these simple topics, technology might cut it. But it will never be the same as being on Mount Everest or anything.

Honestly having gamed endless hours as a teenager, I do look back and despite of some fun, consider this time mostly just wasted.
I wish I was instead meditating or studying, networking, or doing other things. And I wasn't a consistent 24/7 type of gamer, but went really hardcore in my early teens.

I could play half these hours, and devote the other half on more meditation or more studying or other crafts, and get much more out of existence. While still gaining the same amount of "fun" out of it all in all.

You just look back at your life when your brain is more developed and you want more out of life, and truly ask yourself why you wasted so much time into such pointless pursuit.

Used for fun, to play with friends, or other positive things and within the context of actual recreation and gaming, it makes sense. But to literally reach levels where your existence is denied, that can never have a good outcome. Being it that one is lost in a more HD setting or with technology into their eyeballs, doesn't make the situation much better.